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1. XNTRODUCTXON 

Xn September 1990 the Environmental Advisory Unit of Liverpool 

University Ltd was commissioned by Parkman Consulting Engineers 

Ltd to undertake an ecological and environmental description and 
assessment of the land within the study corridor identified for 
the .the proposed improvements t o  the M62 mo to rway between 

junctions 6 and 7. The results of the study including ecology, 

agricult ure and archaeology are present 1n the r eport "M62 

Improvements (Junctions 6/7), Ecological and Env ironmental Survey 

(EAU, December 1991)". 

The brief also required a comparative assessment of the impact of 

five alternative schemes for the enhancement of junction 6. This 

second report considers the ecological and archaeological impact 
of the five alternatives. 
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2. ECOLOGJ:CAL ANI) ARCHAEOLOGJ:CAL J:MPAC'rS 

2.1 J:ntroduction 

Areas of ecological signific ance within the route improvement 
corridor were termed constraint sites and have been discus sed in 
the first report. Nineteen constraint sites were identified and 
numbers 4, 10, 9, 6 and 7 (in tha t order) were considered to be 
the most impo rtan t  in ecological terms. Land lying outside of 
the const rain t si tes is generally of li t tle ecological value. 
Speci fic co mmen t s  on the e c ological i mpac ts o f  the f ive 
alternative junction 6 improvement propo sals will therefore be 
res tricted to their effect on constraint sites as it is assumed 
that land take outside of these sites will have a negligible 
ecological impact. 

A report describing archaeological features within and adjacent 
to the survey corri dor i s  appended in the firs t r e port (and 
includes recommendations for fur ther investigation in the event 
o f  impact � Thi rty eight of these sites lie within the survey 
corridor. Since absolute locations for archaeological Sites and 
definate dimensions for the proposed road schemes are not known, ,(v"", 
poten tial impact has been assumed i f  the sites appeared to be in 
the vicinity of the routes. The features potentially impacted by 
each alternative are listed in Table 1. 

It must be emphasized that a full assessment of archaeological 
sites has not been undertaken. No field work has been carried �i..("" 
out and the a ssessment of potential impact is based solely on the 
information provided in the appendix of the first report. 
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'!'ABLE 1: Sites of potential archaeo1ogica1 ilDpOJ:tance wb.i.ch _y 
be affected by each a1ternative of the pJ:oposed impJ:ovement of 
Junction 6, M62. 

Al.teJ:Dative 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Sites Affected 

12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19, 
21,22,23,24,26 

3,4,5,6,12,13,14,15,16,17 

3,4,5,6,12,13,14,15,16,17 

12,13,14,15,16,17,20,27,28, 
29,30,31 

12,13,14,15,16,17 



2.2 Alternative 1 - S.l.S Scheme 

A simplified diagram of this scheme is illustrated in Fig 1 
(Appended). For a more detailed illustration refer to Parkman 

Consulting Engineers drawing no. 4629/0.A20/0l. 

The M62 eastbound link with the M5? northbound mainly crosses 

industrial land or commerCial premises which were considered to 

be of little ecological value. However, the southern section of 

Roscoes Wood (constraint site 1) will be lost. This woodland is 

not considered to be one of the most important constraint Sites 

and was not identified as a site of ecological importance during 

consultations (see first report). No fra g mentation of the 

The site of a C19th hamlet is crossed by this link but as most of 

the buildings (21,22 ,24) may have already been destroyed and 

would be low in archaeological importance if intact, very little 

(\;91) impact will result. Near to the junction with the M62 the link 

pas ses clo se to C19th industrial working s  which may hold 

potential importance and require further stUdy. 

The M62 westbound link with the M5? northbound passes through the 

middle of,two areas of ecological significance namely Strettles 
Bog (constraint site 9) and Old Wood South (constraint Site 10). 

Both are considered to be relatively important constraint sites 

and the proposed alignment of the link road will result in a 

significant loss of habitat and fragmentation at both sites. 

There may also be further poll ution of the Chapel Brook which 

runs through constraint site 9. 

This link crosses the approximate location of a medieval chapel 

(1 8) mentioned in documents from that period. However, its 

precise location is very uncertain and could be within a radius 

of hundreds of metres of the position given. Therefore the 

�:� envtronmental advtsory unit 
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10cation and current state of the structure wou1d have to be 
determined before the impact of the scheme can be assessed fu11y. 
The other two sites affected by this link (19,23) are of little 
importance and require no further action if this alternative went 
ahead. 

The MS7 southbound 1ink with the M62 eastbound carriageway wou1d 
pass through the midd1e of Windy Arbor Wood (constraint site 6), 
which is also co nsidered t o  be one of the most import ant 
constraint sites, and wi11 resu1t in further habitat loss and 
fragmentation here. There would a1so be a sma11 10s� of habitat 
from the southern end of the disused minera1 rai1way (constraint 
site a), a1though such a 10ss would have a limited impact on the 

Sma11 a mounts of arab1e 1and wi11 be 10st south-east and north
west of the e�isting junction with f u rther 10sses of semi
improved gr ass1and as a resu1t of the construction of the MS 7 
southbound link with the M62 eastbound. 

This 1ink potentia11y affects what is probably the most important 
archaeological area in the western end of the corridor. It is 
the site of a hamlet of the township of Whiston as mentioned in 
m e d i eval documents even t h ough the ex 1 st1 og bui ldingll 
(12,13,14,16,17) a r e  post medieva1. The majority of the 
bui1dings are occupied and would appeared to be avoided by the 'I ... , . .  .... .. ... . .  /V_. 
carriageway. However, the site of c17th farm (14) wou1d require N,..-(,./ •. .-J 
evaluating if threatened. The 1ink appears to"-'p�ss to the south 
of the ha m1et th rough areas whiCh may cont ain evidence of 
p revious sett1ement, pa rticu1ar1y the area between sites 15 and 
1 7  and possib1y the s10ping arable fields to the south-east of 
site 12 which are pote ntie11y attract ive fo r p r ehistoric 
settlement. This area wi11 need further investigation if this 
option is adopted. 
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2.3 Alternative 2 - Railway Route 

A simplified diagram of this scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2 

(Appended). For a more detailed illuatration refer to Parkman 

Consulting Engineers drawing no .  4629/0.A20/02. 

This alternative makes use of the alignment of a disused mineral 

railway. Part of the mineral railway was considered t o  be of 

some ecological importance (const raint site 8) and this will be 

lost if this alternative were to proceed. Furthermore the lake 

at Tushingham's Quarry (constraint site 4), considered to be the 

most important area within the survey corridor, will be crossed 

and thus completely altered. Old Wood South (constraint site 

10), also considered to be one of the best sites encountered, 

will be bisected resulting in habitat loss and fragmentation of 

the remaining woodland. Areas of Old Wood North (constraint 

site 12 ) will also be lost wit h resultant fragmen t ation of 

remaining habitat. 

This alternative will also result in the loss of a small amount 

of arable land to the south of the M62. Improved grassland will 

also be lost north of the M62, with a small triangle becoming 

isolated from adjacent land. 

The road linking the MS7 sout hbound with the M62 eastbound passes 

to the north of t he medieval hamlet site described above. It 
fringes the area but may affect fie�ds containing evidence of 

previoua settlement to the south-east of site 12. The link from 

the M62 westbound to the MS7 northbound additionally crosses four 

sites (3,4, 5,6) which are as socia t e d  with C19th mining 

dey@;LQpments. These are of low archaeological value but will 

(';equir� - � �atching brief if developed. 

'�,-�., •• _,_ •• �.�". U' " " .
• 
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2.� A�te rnative 3 - Part Rai�way Route 

A simplified diagram of this scheme is illust rated in Fig • 3 

(Appended). For a more detailed illustration refer to Parkman 
Consulting Engineers drawing no. 4629/0.A20/03. 

This alternative proposes to use the alignment of the disused 
mineral railway for a M62 westbound link with the M57 northbound 
an a s milar link for the M57 southbound to M62 eastbound to 
that proposed in alternative 1. Co nsequently t h e re will be 
damage and f ragmentation to Windy Arbor Wood (constraint site 6) 

and Old Wood South (constraint site 10), both of which were 
considered to be important constraint sites, and the loss of the 
s o u the rn section of the mineral railway constraint site 
(const raint site 8). However, there should be no disturbance of 
the small lake at Tushingham's Qua r ry (const raint site 4) 

although the proposed alignment of the link passes very close to 
this site. 

Small amounts of arable and semi-improved grassland will be lost 
during the construction works although this alternative appears 
to result in the loss of less agricultural land than the other 
possible junction improvement schemes. 

Both the M62 westbound to M57 northbound and M57 southbound to 
M62 eastbound links skirt the north and south of the site of the 
medieval hamlet respectively (sites 12-17), with both bisecting . -"""u:.,;�':':" �"" 
areas of potential importance. Fu rther investigations ���1 <, : be 
required i f  this option was adopted. 

The M62 westbound to M57 northbound link also crosses sites 3,4,5 

and 6. these a r e  consi d e red to be of low archae o logical 
importance. 

�:� environmental advisory unit 
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2.5 Alternative 4 - Loop Alternative 

A simplified diagram of this scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4 

(Appended). For a more detailed illustration refer to Parkman 

Consulting Engineers drawing no .  4629/0. A20/04. 

Only one constraint site, Windy Arbor Wood (constraint site 6), 

would be effected by the proposed route align ments for 

alternative 4. This site would be bisected by the M57 southbound 
�... -",j�:. /"" • ..,., .... ".�,.-J,.'." ••• ;';� 

link with the M62 eastbound resulting in habitat loss and the 

fragmentation of the remaining woodland. 

This link also crosses the .southern part of the medieval hamlet 

(sites 12-17). Further archaeological studies would also be 

required. 

T h e  loop link between the M62 westbound and M57 northbound 

carriageways crosses land of little eeelegical value. There will 
however be a greater los s of agricul tural land with this 

alternative although this may be minimised if the land inside the 

proposed loop is returned to agriculture following construction 

works. A small amount of semi-improved grassland will also be 

lost during the construction of the M57 southbound link w:ltb the 
M62 eastbound. 

Several archae ological Sites are crossed or skirted by the 

proposed loop link. Most of these are of low priority (20, 27, 

29, 30). However, the earthwork (28.
,
) ' marking the boundary of 

Halsnead Park may require further inV:esti'1i/"ation to determine its 

date. Site 31 is a possible pottery/clay
"
pipe dump, a watching 

brief is therefore recommended. 
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2.6 Al terna tive 5 - Conventional Link. At Grade Connection 

Througb Roundabout 

A simplified diagram of this scheme is illustrated in Fig. 5 

(Appended). For a more detailed illustration refer to Parkman 

Consulting Engineers drawing no .  4629/0.A20/0S. 

This alternative will result in the loss of woodland habitat from 

three constraint sites namely Windy Arbor Wood (constraint sites 

6), Strett les Bog ( constraint site 9) and Old Wood South 

(constraint site 10). Remaining woodland blocks will be much 

reduced in size and fragmented. 

Areas of arable land to the south of the M62 will be lost during 

the c onst ruction of the M62 westbound link w i th the MS7 

northbound. A small amount of semi-improved grassland will again 

be lost during construction of the M57 southbound link with the 

M62 eastbound. 

Potential arohaeological impact of this alternative occurs wlrere 
the M57 southbound to M62 eastbound link crosses the southern 

part of the site of the medieval hamlet (sites 12-17). 

�:� environmental advIsory unit 
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3. COMPARATIVE ASSSESSMEHT OF ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS ,-
,

' -
-
-
. 

' ...... 
The (proposed alternatives.JEor the junction improvements can be 

ord er-ed"in terms of prefere nce. Alterna tive 4, the ;Loop 

alternative, appe/i:ll;S.tQ. be the least damaging in ecological terms . . " ... " " "  �, '" "" ',' '. '" " ,  
..... 

" 

.. " "  ' . .. . " ....... , 
8nc:f'this i.s thEi preferrec:t.bption. Only one constraint site would 
be effected, a.ithough'· th�s was considered to be one of the areas 

of greatest ecological significance and its archaeological value 

has yet to be commented upon. 

Alternatives 1, 3 and 5 are less desirable options. Each will 

result in a level of habitat loss at three or more constraint 

sites, including sites considered to be amongst the best within 

the survey corridor in terms of their ecology. 

Alternative 2 is thought to be the least desirable option in 
ec olo g i c a l  terms a s  it will result i n  the lOSS or severe 

alteration of the two most important Sites within the survey 

corridor. 

Four of the alternative junction improvements i nvolve the 
construction of a slip road from the M57 southbound to the M62 

eastbound in a 6m deep cutting, passing through Windy Arbor Wood 

(constraint site 6) and the southern end of the disused mineral 
railway (constraint site 8). If the link were placed on a 10m 

embankment the impact in ecological terms would be similar with 

fragmentation of the Windy Arbor Wood and the loss of a small 
length of the disused mineral railway, although the habitat loss 

due t o  a larger easement would be sligh tly g r e a ter. An 
embankment would also have a greater visual and. nOise impact than 

a cutting which would hide the road and traffiC and also absorb 

much of the vehicle noise. A cutting is therefore preferable in 

environmental terms to an embankment. 

�� environmental advisory unit 
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All of the junct�on �mprovement alternatives w�ll result �n the 

l o s s  of s ome agricult ural land. In the cont ext of the 

predominantly agricultural land scape between junction 6 and 7 of 

the M62 this loss will be negligible. Alternative 3 appears to 

result in the least agr�cultural land take while alternative 4 is 

at the other extreme although the d ifference between the two 

schemes is very small. 

10 
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4. COMPARATIVE ASSSESSMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL IMPACTS 

All alternatives potentially affect the site of the medieval 
h am l e t .  Sin ce this is likely to b e  the most important 
archaeological feature which may be affecte d  alternatives 
crossing this area pose the greatest potential 
impact. 

archaeological 

IV!" -; //',..",;,./ ,;,,�j 
" "(1 -- ��""�Lr 

The alternatives would appear to avoid·/9xisting buildings, 
al th ough direct impact of si te t4) �OUld require further 
investigations. However, fields to the south-east of site 12 and 
an area between sites 15 and 17 have been identified as holding 
potential interest and wOuld(requi��)further study if affected. 

'��:i�::��"" i;::.�,;t 1:.""' ___ """ '�...,..(.AIt..IJ�'� ( hr 
Since all alternatives may affect the hamlet area but the extent 
of impact is not yet known a precise comparative assessment 
cannot be made. However, since alternative 3 p asses to the 
north and south of the hamlet this probably involves the greatest 
potential impact. 

Alternatives 1, 2, 4 and 5 pass on just one side of the hamlet, 
these are diffic ult to separate without further studies being 
undertaken. Alternative 1 may additionally affect site 18 which 
is a thought to be the Site of a medieval ohapel. Alternative 2 
has two oarriageways which may affect the fieldS to the south
east o f  site 12 thus incr e a sing the potential for impact. 
Alternative 4 may additionally affects the earthwork 28 and site 
31; a possible c l a y  pipe dump. Further investigations are 
recommended if sites 28 and/or 31 are affected. Alternative 5 
may result in less impact than 1, 2 0r 4 since it would appear 
not to affect additonal Sites of importance. However, the extent 
of the impact on the hamlet is unclQar. 

�� 11 ,.�� environmental advisory unit 
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5. HZTZGATZON PROPOSALS 

All of the proposed options result in some loss and fragmentation 

of woodland habitat. The woodland blocks recorded within the 

survey corridor were all very small in size, generally disturbed 

and not prime exampleQ of WOOdland habitat although some may be 

relicts of larger wooded areas. An· additional reduction in the 

size of many would further limit their value to wildlife. To 

prov e some compensation for habitat loss, initial land take 

should be kept to a minimum and the new road embankments could be 

planted with appropriate native tree and shrub species. � 

The lake at Tushingham's Quarry (constraint site 4) is not a 

prime aquatic h abitat and has probably been established 

relatively recently. However, it was considered to be one of the 

most valuable sites in ecological terms Within the survey 

corridor. Its loss would be significant both in terms of its 

ecology and its value as an environmental education resource. If �, 
affect 

m'"'-�" ·""'�'� -Cr.\,. ... �" """Id:,,)" 
habi tat (.§,h2I,!l,d involve the construction of a replacement lake. 

New water bodies can often become vegetated relatively quickly 

provided there are suitable sources of seed, although they often 

go through a period when species of algae become dominant and 

suppress other aquatic vegetation. It will be some years before 
a new pond becomes suitable for the range of invertebrates, 

amphibians and bird species aSSOCiated with older established 

areas of water. ; 

All of the schemes will involve the loss of lengths of existing 

motorway embankment whiCh generally supports rank grassland 

and/or planted trees and Shrubs. New embankments will have to be 

constructed and these may provide the opportunity for the 

establishment of habitats of equal or greater value to those 

lost. , 
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For arch aeological mitigation reoo m mend ations 
appendix of the first report. � 
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6. SUMMARY 

1. The general ecological value of the land crossed b the fi 

alternative junction improvement schemes is low �lthough several 

sites of greater v a lue, te rme� constraint sites, will be 

affected. / 

2. None of the constraint sites affecte� is of high ecological 

v alue but their loss or di s t u rb ance will hav e a local 

signifioance.--

3. The best junction improvement scheme in ecological terms is 

alternative 4, the loop alternative • .-

4. All five alternatives will result in the loss of some 

agricultural lan�. Alternative 4 may result in the greatest 

agrioultural land loss unless the land inside the loop is 

returned to agrioultural use. .-

5. Sinoe all 5 alternatives pot entially affect the site of the 

medie v al hamlet, probably the most important archaeological 

feature within the survey likely to be affeoted, it is difficult 

to undertake an assessment of comparative impaot without further 

inform 

have the greatest archaeol ogical impact and Alternative 5 the 

least. � 
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